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Fall Conference to
Highlight Strategies
For Profitability

A

s the nation’s economic recovery continues at a snail’s pace,
ACEC’s upcoming Fall Conference will help Members navigate
uncertain market conditions.
Set to take place Oct. 17–20 at El Conquistador Hotel in Puerto Rico,
the Fall Conference features more than two dozen cutting-edge business
management sessions.
Noted industry leaders will assess specific sectors, especially transportation,
energy and water.
MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” Scarborough will keynote the Conference
with his trademark no-holds-barred political commentary. In an “other
worldly” feature, astronomer Daniel Altschuler, former director of the
Arecibo Radio Observatory, will delve into latest discoveries about the
universe and possibilities of extraterrestrial life. For more information on the
Conference, see page 26.
This issue of Engineering Inc. also presents an exclusive interview with
Randy Babbitt, administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration,
whose vision for the nation’s aviation system underscores the importance of
engineers in the design process. See page 8.
You will also find of interest a report on sustainability rating systems,
as well as a look at how risk management-based contracting can affect a
project’s bottom line.
We look forward to seeing you at the Conference.
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News&Notes
ACEC Leaders Get
First-Hand Look at Oil
Spill Cleanup; Urge End
To Drilling Moratorium

A

CEC President Dave
Raymond and Vice
Chairman Robin Greenleaf, joined by ACEC/Louisiana
leaders, toured the Louisiana
coastline in late July to witness
the efforts of Member Firms
mitigating the impact of the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill.
“These engineers are on the
front line of the cleanup effort,”
said Greenleaf, president of
Architectural Engineers, Inc.,
in Boston. “They are using
unbelievably creative solutions
to impossible engineering problems—and getting results.”
Kenneth Smith, president of
T. Baker Smith in Houma, La.,
hosted the ACEC delegation,
which also included ACEC/
Louisiana President Dean Nico-

ladis, National Director Michael
McGaugh, and Executive Director Dan Mobley.
Among the projects the group
toured was an 8-mile-long fixed
pipe boom along Grand Isle.
“There was no oil getting past
the boom,” said Nicoladis, president of N-Y Associates, Inc., in
Metairie, La. “The water looked
beautiful.”
“Coastal restoration work has
always been important here,” he
said. “With the oil spill, it will
move up several notches higher
on the list of priorities.”
The delegation also met with
Dr. Kam K. Movassaghi, president of C. H. Fenstermaker &
Associates, Inc., in Lafayette,
regarding the impact of the
drilling moratorium on ACEC

ACEC/National and ACEC/Louisiana leaders toured several oil barrier
protection and skimming operations along the Louisiana coast. Pictured
left to right: ACEC/LA National Director Mike McGaugh; ACEC/LA Executive
Director Dan Mobley; ACEC/LA President Dean Nicoladis; Kenneth Smith,
president of T. Baker Smith; Ben Malbrough of The Shaw Group; ACEC
President Dave Raymond; and ACEC Vice Chairman Robin Greenleaf.

members working in the energy
sector.
In related news, ACEC President Dave Raymond sent a letter
to Interior Secretary Ken Salazar
urging a “speedy end to the moratorium” on drilling in the deepwater Outer Continental Shelf.
The Council advocates lifting
the ban after an expedited exami-

nation of the 33 currently idle
deep-water rigs to assure integrity. “The economic harm of the
moratorium to the Gulf region,
our nation and our industry
manifests itself in the loss of vital
domestic energy production
and tens of thousands of jobs at
a time when our economy can
least afford it,” said Raymond.

Stimulus Grant Targets ‘Holistic’ Solutions
For Infrastructure Problems

4
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C

lemson University’s civil engineernation’s infrastructure throughout its life.”
ing department is offering a new
Unlike traditional civil engineering
master’s program in “sustainable
programs, Clemson officials said, the new
and resilient infrastructure” that will train
program will involve interdisciplinary
graduates to confront the nation’s infracoursework and internships with external
structure problems.
partners to help students focus on broader
Funded by a $700,000 National Science issues involving the nation’s infrastructure
Foundation (NSF) grant made available by problems, from aging roads and bridges to
the American Recovery and Reinvestment
water supplies and power grids.
Act, the program will cover tuition for 14
master’s degree students over three years.
The first seven students will begin this fall.
“We are preparing a generation of
engineers who will examine the nation’s
infrastructure throughout its life, from the
planning stages through design, construction, operation, maintenance and rehabilitation,” said Ron Andrus, associate professor of engineering at Clemson and principal
investigator on the project. Andrus also
wrote in his abstract about the need for a
A shot of the Springfield Interchange, also known
“paradigm shift to look holistically at the
as the Mixing Bowl, in Northern Virginia.

“The department of civil engineering
recently has adopted resilient and
sustainable infrastructure as a research
and educational focus, and I believe
this was instrumental in securing the
grant from NSF,” said Nadim M. Aziz,
department chairman.
The students will work in interdisciplinary teams, gain experience with
businesses in the field and learn to communicate their ideas to technical and
nontechnical audiences. External partners
will include national laboratories, international engineering firms, state and local
government agencies, and nonprofit and
professional organizations.
“By working in project teams and
through extensive interaction with our
external partners, these students will gain
expertise that will allow them to contribute
immediately to the workforce in a critical
area of the nation’s economy,” Aziz said.

MarketWatch

By J o e Sa l i m a n d o

Can High-Speed Rail Follow History?

C

an something good
come from the economic misery the
nation has endured
over these last couple years?
Believe it or not, there’s actually
a precedent for it.
During the Great Depression
in the 1930s, the federal government attempted to jump-start
the economy through increased
spending, a tactic that eventually led to the construction of
several national landmarks,
including the George Washington Bridge (1931), the Hoover
Dam (1936) and the Golden
Gate Bridge (1937).
Today, that same school of
thought could be applied to
the federal government’s interest in a national high-speed rail
(HSR) network.
With billions of stimulus
dollars earmarked for HSR
projects, supporters speculate
that such an investment would
create new opportunities for
engineering firms, boost local
economies by providing thousands of construction jobs and
promote “greener” and more
efficient transportation of
people and goods.

Stimulus at Work
Specifically, the 2009 stimulus
package committed $8 billion for HSR projects, with
$1 billion more each year for
five years. A national interest
in HSR was confirmed when
37 states and the District of
Columbia submitted 259
proposals totaling $57 billion
for HSR funding before the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA). Of that total, 79
applications from 31 states
were selected for funding.
According to FRA, the government will underwrite four
types of projects:

Source: www.whitehouse.gov

• “Express” HSR, at speeds of
150–200 mph on stand-alone
tracks;
• “Regional” HSR, at speeds of
125–150 mph;
• “Emerging” HSR, consisting
of upgrades to existing railroads, at speeds of 110–125
mph; and
• “Improved intercity passenger rail.”
The largest slices of the HSR
funding pie went to California
($2.34 billion) and Florida
($1.25 billion) (see map). Seven
Midwest states (Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin)
together shared $2.62 billion to
fund 24 projects.
Critics say the funds are too
widely dispersed; instead, they
contend the money would have
been better spent on three or
four mega-HSR initiatives.
Mortimer Downey, chairman of PB Consult and a
former deputy secretary of the
U.S. Department of Transpor-

tation, has said: “Those who
want to say it’s about whether
we should build bullet trains or
not miss the point. It’s about
how we should look at alternative modes of travel in different
corridors. This is a down payment on a multiyear, multibillion-dollar program.”

Taking Full
Advantage
California has the nation’s
most ambitious plan. An HSR
line running from San Diego
to San Francisco to Sacramento
has a preconstruction budget of
$43 billion.
Across the country, much is
happening—and engineering
firms are out in front.
Parsons Brinckerhoff, for
example, was awarded three
new contracts to manage highspeed and intercity passenger
rail initiatives in Illinois, Ohio
and Florida. And the firm is
currently program manager for
the development of a new high-

speed rail line in California.
And in Florida—where the
construction of an HSR line
“connecting the state’s five-largest
cities” was once constitutionally
required—construction is slated
to begin on a Tampa-Orlando
high-speed line no later than
March 2011.
Many ACEC Member Firms
are involved in HSR projects.
Engineering Inc. will highlight
several HSR projects in an
upcoming 2011 issue. If your
firm is involved with any form
of HSR design and construction, and you think your project
would be of interest to Engineering Inc. readers, ACEC would
like to hear from you. The project can be in an on-going phase
or recently completed. Please
send an e-mail to Staff Editor
Andrea Keeney at akeeney@acec.
org for further information.
Joe Salimando writes on construction
at www.electricalconstruction.com.
Reach him at ecdotcom@gmail.com.
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Legislative Action
AASHTO Audit Conference
Promotes Implementation of
New Audit Guide

A
Congress Buys More
Time on FAA Bill

C

ongress approved a two-month extension of expiring federal aviation programs and airport funding
before leaving for the extended August recess, as
negotiators continue working to finalize a long-term
reauthorization bill.
Unlike previous short-term extensions, this bill (H.R. 5900)
includes permanent, substantive policy changes to aviation safety.
The provisions, written in response to National Transportation
Safety Board recommendations stemming from the Continental
regional jet crash in Buffalo, N.Y., in February 2009, are related
to pilot training and certification.
This is the 12th short-term extension since the previous law
expired in September 2007.
“To call this bill overdue is an understatement,” said ACEC
President Dave Raymond. “Passage would be a win for infrastructure investment and economic growth, not to mention
aviation safety.”
Final passage has been delayed due to the inability of Senate
negotiators to reach an agreement on increasing the number of
long-distance flights out of Washington, D.C.’s Reagan National
Airport, a perennial issue in the FAA reauthorization process.
Among the other remaining issues to be decided is whether
and how much to raise the cap on passenger facility charges
(PFCs) levied by airports to support development and expansion
projects. Approximately $2.5 billion was collected in PFCs in
2009. ACEC strongly supports the PFC increase contained in the
House version of the bill (H.R. 1586), which could raise an additional $1.1 billion per year.
Both the House and Senate bills would increase Airport
Improvement Program formula grant funding from $3.5 billion
to $4.1 billion in 2011.
6
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CEC representatives, headed by ACEC Audit Subcommittee Chairman Dan Purvine of Kimley-Horn
and Associates, Inc., advocated for full implementation of the new American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) audit guidelines at the
AASHTO Internal and External Audit Subcommittee Conference in Alabama.
The new guidelines were developed last fall by ACEC, the
Federal Highway Administration and state departments of
transportation (DOT)
officials to ensure that
state DOTs follow Federal Acquisitions Regulations (FAR)-based procedures when procuring
engineering services.
Officials from 34 state
DOTs and the Federal
Highway Administration
attended the meeting
to review efforts to implement the audit guidelines
and to discuss specific
opportunities to improve
compliance among
Dan Purvine
state agencies.
“The AASHTO conference provided an outstanding forum to
discuss the implementation of the AASHTO Audit Guide, issues
faced by our state DOT and federal agency clients, and our
mutual goal of achieving uniformity in application of accounting and auditing rules,” Purvine said.
Members with questions or concerns about specific DOT
audit policies or practices that may violate the FAR should contact Vivian Moeglein, ACEC’s senior policy adviser for transportation programs, at vmoeglein@acec.org.

ACEC Calls for Administration
To Halt Insourcing

A

CEC urged the Obama administration recently to “issue
an immediate moratorium on insourcing.”
In cooperation with more than three dozen organizations, ACEC sent a letter to President Obama stating that
insourcing has failed to produce the projected savings for the federal government and has become a drag on the economy.
“Real growth and job creation is in the private sector,” said
ACEC President Dave Raymond. “The federal government
should not compete with its citizens.”

House, Senate Advance Increased
F.Y. 2011 Transportation Spending

T

he U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate Appropriations Committee have
increased funding for transportation in the annual appropriations bill for transportation and housing development programs for the coming fiscal year.
The House bill (H.R. 5850) includes $79.4 billion in total funding for the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), an increase of 4 percent. H.R. 5850 includes $45.2 billion
for highways, a $4.1 billion increase over current funding; and $11.3 billion for transit
programs, an increase of approximately $600 million. The highway and transit funding levels are contingent on an extension or new authorization of those programs before Dec. 31,
when the current extension expires.
For other modes, the House bill allocates $3.5 billion for airport improvements, the same
level as the previous five years; $3.2 billion for rail, including Amtrak and high-speed rail
development; plus $400 million for another round of TIGER multimodal discretionary
grants, a decrease from $600 million in 2010.
Program

Fiscal Year
2010

House bill

Senate bill

Total Net Budget
Resources – DOT

$75.7 billion

$79.4 billion

$76.5 billion

TIGER discretionary
multimodal grants

$600 million

$400 million

$800 million

$3.5 billion

$3.5 billion

$3.5 billion

Highways

$42.8 billion

$45.2 billion

$42.6 billion

Transit

$10.7 billion

$11.3 billion

$10.8 billion

Amtrak

$1.6 billion

$1.8 billion

$2 billion

High-speed rail

$2.5 billion

$1.4 billion

$1 billion

FAA Airport
Improvement Program

The Senate Appropriations Committee also increased funding for numerous transportation programs in its bill (S. 3644) for the coming 2011 fiscal year. S. 3644 provides $76.5
billion for the DOT, including $41.8 billion for highways, $700 million more than the
current funding level, but $3.4 billion less than the House version. The Senate bill also
includes $10.8 billion for transit programs, an increase of approximately $60 million, but
$500 million less than the House.
Senate appropriators expressed concern about spending down the balance of the Highway Trust Fund too quickly, while the outlook for a long-term transportation authorization
bill remains uncertain.
For other modes, the committee allocated $3.5 billion for airport improvements; nearly
$2 billion for Amtrak and $1 billion for high-speed rail development; and $800 million for
another round of TIGER multimodal discretionary grants.
IssuEs on the move

What’s Next

Funding for highways,
transit projects

Final action on spending bills
expected this fall

Multiyear aviation bill

House, Senate negotiators to
complete work in September

Repeal 1099 filing mandate

Vote in September

For More News
For weekly legislative
news, visit ACEC’s
Last Word online at
www.acec.org.

ACECBacked
Paperwork
Bill Gains
Momentum

L

egislation supported
by ACEC that would
repeal a significant
expansion of the paperwork
burden facing A/E firms has
gained support in Congress.
Under current law, a business must issue a Form 1099
to any service provider whom
it pays more than $600 in a
year, unless that service provider is a corporation. Starting
in 2012, the new health care
law expands this requirement
to include services or property
purchased from any business,
including corporations.
The House voted on repeal
legislation at the end of July.
Though the bill failed on procedural grounds, lawmakers are
expected to reconsider it in the
fall. The Senate has scheduled
a vote on repeal of the 1099
provision for September.
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Head

Skies
to the

FAA Administrator Randy Babbitt on Building
A Safer, More Efficient Aviation System

Gary landsman

R

andy Babbitt was sworn
in as the Federal Aviation
Administration’s (FAA’s)
16th administrator on
June 1, 2009. He
was a pilot for Eastern
Airlines for 25 years and
is an internationally recognized expert
in aviation and labor relations.
In an exclusive interview with ACEC,
Babbitt provides his vision for the nation’s
aviation system and the important role of
engineers in addressing aviation’s major
infrastructure challenges.
>>
September / October 2010
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FAA Administrator Randy
Babbitt (far right) discusses
aviation infrastructure with
ACEC Chairman Gerald Stump
(center) and Steve Hall, the
Council’s vice president of
government affairs.

Randy Babbitt: Flying has never been
safer. As both a pilot and the FAA administrator, I am absolutely confident in the
safety of our aviation system. Our goal right
now is to take our system to that next level
of safety and efficiency.
We’ve moved our focus from accident
investigation to one that centers on data
collection and analysis. The goal is to
spot trends and make corrections before
an accident happens. At the same time,
we’re using the satellite firepower of the
Next Generation Air Transportation
System, or NextGen, to make air travel
more convenient, dependable and environmentally sustainable while providing
the highest levels of safety.
The impressive aviation safety record
is due in part to the fact that the aviation industry and federal government
are voluntarily investing in the right
safety enhancements to reduce the
fatality risk in commercial air travel
in the United States. The work of the
Commercial Aviation Safety Team,
along with new aircraft, regulations
and other activities, reduced the fatality risk for commercial aviation in the
United States by 83 percent from 1998
to 2008. We’re now moving beyond
the “historic” approach of examining
past accident data to a more proactive
approach that will focus on risk pre10
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diction and mitigation strategies. The
increasing number of flights requires
greater emphasis on acquiring, sharing
and analyzing aviation safety data.
The transformation to NextGen
is well under way. The FAA already is
starting to track airplanes more precisely
and efficiently to save fuel and reduce
noise and pollution. We are well on
our way to reducing delays and providing operators with more flexibility to get
around weather problems. NextGen also
will help us be even more proactive about
preventing accidents with advanced safety
management to enable us, with other government agencies and aviation partners,
to better predict risks and then identify
and resolve hazards.
ACEC: Commercial air travel is expected
to increase significantly over the next
decade, reaching 1 billion annual trips
by 2021, according to FAA projections.
What are the administration’s plans for
increasing airport and runway capacity
to handle this increased demand?
BABBITT: The economic downturn took
quite a toll on air travel, but I’m pleased
to see more and more people are traveling
again. Our latest National Aerospace Forecast, which we released earlier this year, projects that we will have more than 1 billion
flying passengers by 2023. Between 2000
and 2010, the FAA worked with 19 of the
busiest airports to commission 22 airfield
projects, including 16 new runways, two airfield reconfigurations, one runway extension

and three taxiways. We believe these measures will help accommodate approximately
2 million additional annual operations by
improving airport and runway capacity at
these airports. Moving forward, new airport
infrastructure will continue to play a very
important role in increasing capacity around
the country. The greatest benefits, however,
may come from ensuring that future airport
planning and development efforts are integrated with the implementation of planned
NextGen procedures and capabilities.
ACEC: Airports Council International
estimates that airport capital development needs will average $18.9 billion
annually for the next five years. Investments to make these improvements will
boost job creation and economic development and help improve the national
aviation system. How do you view the
role of the federal government in partnering with states and local airports to
address these infrastructure needs?
BABBITT: For more than 60 years,
the FAA has worked closely with airports that receive federal grant funds for
capital development. Many FAA federal
grant recipients are states, counties and
local municipalities, and they are active
partners in the National Aviation System
planning process.
The FAA’s main focus is on the safety
of the flying public. We believe that mission is shared by airport operators around
the country. One of the FAA’s roles is to
establish safety standards for airports so

Gary landsman

ACEC: After more than a year since you
assumed the role of FAA administrator,
how would you assess the current state
of the U.S. aviation system?

passengers, crews and airport workers can GPS system (NextGen), which will use
navigate runways and taxiways as safely as more national airspace and make flights
possible. In addition, the dialogue between safer and more efficient. What are the
the FAA and its airport partners extends to next steps in the development of Nextother issues, such as NextGen.
Gen, and what are the major obstacles
We worked aggressively to get more to implementation?
than $1 billion in American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds out the BABBITT: It is important to note that
door so construction workers and engineers we already have made significant progress
could begin important projects at airports in rolling out NextGen procedures and
around the country. We were fortunate technologies to areas around the country.
that Congress expressly required FAA to As we meet each of our NextGen mileimplement ARRA grants under the same stones, aviators and the flying public will
rules as Airport Improvement Program really begin to see the benefits for safety,
(AIP) discretionary grants. The AIP pro- the environment and efficiency of flight. I
gram has provided approximately $3.5 bil- often say that NextGen is not a box that
lion annually in federal funds
we just turn on. In fact, it is a
for airport projects over the “Moving forward, system of systems that already
last five years. The ability to
is starting to transform the
use our mature program new airport
way passengers fly, whether
made us incredibly agile in infrastructure will they are on a commercial carawarding Recovery Act grants continue to play
rier or in a general-aviation
so projects could get under a very important
aircraft. Engineers inside the
way quickly.
FAA and in private industry
Runways, taxiways and role in increasing
are critical players in making
aprons are critical infrastruc- capacity around
NextGen a reality.
ture for airport operations the country.”
One of the fundamental
and vital to the National
technologies under NextGen
Aviation System. More than
is the satellite-based system
80 percent of the total Recovery Act fund- you mentioned, which will allow us to
ing for airports went to these infrastruc- track aircraft with greater precision and
ture projects. The rehabilitation of existing reliability than the current system of radars.
or construction of new infrastructure will That system, called Automatic Dependent
ensure that these airports have the facilities Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B), will allow
to accommodate aircraft and the traveling controllers to safely reduce the mandapublic for the next 20 years.
tory separation between aircraft, increasing
capacity in the nation’s skies. Pilots are
ACEC: As you mentioned, the FAA is in able to see what controllers see—other airthe early stages of transitioning from an craft in the sky around them—while also
inefficient and outdated radar-based air- knowing, via cockpit displays, where they
traffic control system to a satellite-based are in relation to bad weather and terrain.

FAA Administrator Randy Babbitt
and Transportation Secretary Ray
LaHood use an aviation simulator
at an air show in Oshkosh, Wis.

This system already is up and running in
Alaska, the Gulf of Mexico, Louisville,
Philadelphia and South Florida. In 2013,
we’ll have ADS-B coverage wherever we
have radar coverage now—and in other
places where radar coverage does not exist,
such as mountainous regions in Alaska and
over water in the Gulf of Mexico.
NextGen already is helping to keep our
airports safer. Airport surface management
and detection technologies are in place at
a number of airports around the country.
These technologies give pilots, air-traffic
controllers and airport operators real-time
information to reduce the risk of runway
incursions and ground incidents.
ACEC: How do you foresee engineers
helping the FAA and their airport clients address the major infrastructure
challenges facing the aviation sector?
BABBITT: Engineers provide support and
invaluable skills across the FAA. More than
4,000 FAA engineers work in a variety of
areas to make sure the agency is able to meet
its safety goals, and also continues to find
innovative solutions to aviation challenges.
The FAA routinely works with privatesector engineers to assist in the development of standards for airport infrastructure. We have partnered with the private
sector on notable safety projects such as
the National Airport Pavement Test Facility, where we work to develop innovative
pavement engineering methodologies. We
also worked with private and public partners to develop the Engineered Materials
Arresting Systems, or EMAS, which has
already helped save six aircraft that overran the runway, the most recent of which
saved 31 lives in Charleston, W.V. Privatesector engineers also implement the FAA’s
standards at the nation’s airports, from site
selection through commissioning. And,
they assist airport owners in determining
the layout of the runways and taxiways,
designing airfield projects and performing construction oversight and project
administration.
Engineers inside and outside the FAA
are critical players in the transition to
NextGen. Their highly technical skill sets
in areas such as electronics, computers,
aircraft certification, airport design and the
environment will ensure our ability to find
innovative approaches and solutions as we
transform the National Aviation System. n
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By Samuel Greengard

The Difference Is in the

Details
Firms learn to manage risk, limit liability
through specific contract language

T

ough economic times lead to
tough business conditions. As
the economy has stumbled,
the pursuit of new business
has created fundamental
changes in the engineering
and design fields. Nowhere
is this more obvious than in contracts and
how clients and engineering firms view risk
and responsibilities.
“As money has gotten tighter and business
conditions have gotten tougher, project owners
are looking for a greater number of services
at a lower cost,” says James C. Brown, vice
president at New York-based Malcolm Pirnie,
Inc. “In many cases, they’re looking to revamp
the way contracts are structured.”

>>

Takeaways
>> A tough economy and increased competition
have emboldened some project owners to
propose riskier contracts, which can lead
to obligations beyond a firm’s commonly
accepted standard of care.

>> Where it’s impossible to use an industrystandard contract, experts say design firms
can limit undue risk and liability by submitting
all contracts to an extensive legal review.

>> It’s important to have tightly defined
processes and procedures in place for
negotiating, writing and reviewing contracts.
If a contract is determined to contain too
much unnecessary risk, it’s sometimes best
to walk away from a deal.
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Contract negotiations
project owners write in neer or the design professional to manage
used to be a far simtheir own clauses about and insure. That’s typically the reason for
pler proposition, thanks
a project’s scope and revamping a standard contract.”
to standard clauses and
dimensions. They can
One of the riskiest provisions often is
widely used industry
use vague terms, poor buried in a contract’s indemnification
forms drawn up by orgalanguage and ambiguous clause. A growing number of owner-gennizations such as ACEC.
descriptions—and that’s erated contracts state that the engineering
“People have used these
where most problems or construction firm must indemnify and
forms for a number of
and litigation arise,” defend the project owner against all claims
years, they understand
Cook explains. As a and for all facts, errors and omissions.
them, and there is con- “There’s a
result, “It’s unclear who “This becomes an uninsurable risk,” says
sensus on what approis responsible and what’s Holland. “There is no way to guarantee
priate risk allocation is,” need for coordination required to address a every item and control every factor. Every
explains Kent Holland and centralization
problem.”
major project has errors and omissions in
Jr., a construction attor- so that people don’t
In addition, many the design documents.”
ney for Construction- inadvertently sign
project owners now are
Copyright is another issue. Historically,
Risk, LLC, and editor
demanding heightened design firms have relied on standard-form
of Risk Management for contracts that deviate
standard-of-care provi- contracts from professional organizations
Design Professionals in a from standard
sions, putting the onus such as ACEC to specify ownership of
World of Change.
of responsibility on intellectual property. These agreements
forms.”
Unfortunately, proj- Kent Holland Jr.
design and engineering stipulate that the project owner will receive
ect owners are exert- ConstructionRisk, LLC
firms. Stepping beyond a limited-use license for instruments of
ing greater pressure on
established professional service—typically documents and drawdesign, construction and
standards is dangerous, ings—for the specific project. But some
engineering firms to accept riskier con- says Justin L. Weisberg, a Chicago attor- project owners are now attempting to gain
tracts. Obvious or hidden expectations, ney who specializes in contract law for ownership of all project materials generdemands and provisions—particularly Arnstein & Lehr, LLP. “E&O policies ated by a services firm. This can limit a
in the areas of third-party certifications, generally do not cover additional liability firm’s ability to financially capitalize on its
LEED standards, sustainability require- assumed by contract,” he says.
intellectual property.
ments, reduction in construction waste
The problem has gotten worse in recent
The problems don’t stop there. A growmaterials and indoor air quality—can lead years, Holland says. “Because of the state ing number of project owners also are
to obligations beyond a firm’s commonly of the economy and the fact that there are demanding that engineering firms absorb
accepted standard of care.
fewer projects available along with greater any and all cost overruns—even if the
Not surprisingly, it’s the firm’s responsi- competition for them, project owners are design or engineering firm had nothing to
bility to get it right out of the blocks. Rec- pushing harder for contracts that they do with creating the initial estimate. But
ognizing controversial contract provisions, deem favorable,” he
even a sound estimate
using effective negotiation techniques, and explains. Weisberg says
can go astray. An array of
understanding litigation trends and court he sees many project
factors—from changes in
rulings and their implications for standard owners using contracts
pricing for raw materials
of care go a long way toward structur- and forms that are gensuch as wood and steel to
ing a sound deal. Experts say bottom-line erated by the contract
labor issues—can throw
profits are won or lost on the front lines of owner. Some insist bidoff a project budget.
negotiations.
ders accept the contract
Likewise, unanticipated
“as is” or drop out of
environmental issues or
Legal Matters
contention.
changes in business conGetting a handle on today’s rapidly changThe upshot? “You have
ditions can force stakeing environment isn’t easy. Changes in to review every word,
holders to recalibrate.
contract language have altered the playing and you cannot assume “By nature, most
“Projects often go over
field in significant ways. “By nature, most a n y t h i n g , ” Ho l l a n d disputes arise out of
budget through no fault
disputes arise out of a misunderstanding says. “Unfortunately, a misunderstanding
of the design firm,” Holabout what the engineer was supposed to there isn’t a lot of case
land says. When project
about what the
do or not do,” says Richard Cook, past law interpreting what
owners present conchair of the ACEC Legal Counsel Forum these contracts mean.” engineer was
tracts that make design
and general counsel for Kimley-Horn and What’s more, “You have supposed to do or
and engineering firms
Associates, Inc., in Raleigh, N.C.
to assume that the proj- not do.”
responsible for cost overOften, provisions added to industry- ect owner is allocating Richard Cook
runs, the situation somestandard contracts represent the biggest risk in a way that is more Kimley-Horn and Associates
times gets dicey. If a firm
potential stumbling block. “Engineers and difficult for the engiagrees to such a provi14
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sion, it might find itself
clauses have been in place
incurring damages—all
for years, the courts have
without the benefit of
ruled on them, and parprotection. Most insurticipants know where
ers, for example, will not
things stand.” Though
issue policies for firms
it’s not easy to stand up
willing to accept such
to a project owner and
liability and the potential
demand concessions—
for significant monetary
especially in a tough
damages.
economy—one major
Any type of guaran- “As money has
mistake or omission can
tee is exceptionally risky.
prove costly, if not fatal,
Even if a firm has a great gotten tighter and
he says.
deal of confidence in its business conditions
Where it’s impossible
expertise and the ability have gotten tougher,
to use a standard agreeto deliver as promised, project owners are
ment, Brown says, it’s
too many variables can
critical to submit the
throw a plan into flux. looking for a greater
contract to a thorough
Guaranteeing LEED number of services at
legal review—and even
certification, for exam- a lower cost.”
have a CFO examine it.
ple, requires more than James C. Brown
It’s also wise to compare
simply constructing a Malcolm Pirnie
standard clauses and progreen building. The U.S.
visions with those that
Green Building Council
have been altered within
demands detailed documentation and has the contract. “It’s important to understand
its own independent approval process.
what risk you’re taking. Too often, potentially damaging provisions go unnoticed
Courting Success
and untouched until it’s too late,” he says.
It should come as no surprise that a
strategy for dealing with risk is essen- Just Walk?
tial. Recent court rulings have made it Brown recommends negotiating unacceptclear there is a great deal at stake. In one able contract language. Malcolm Pirnie
case decided this year, Universal Devp. v. has turned down work when it has faced
CH2M HILL, 103 Cal.Rptr.3d 685, the unacceptable contracts and unbendable
6th District Court ruled that an indemni- project owners. “There certainly are situfication provision provided by an engineer ations where engineering firms are told
to an owner could potentially obligate the to take it or leave it. It is crucial to recogengineer to pay for the owner’s defense nize when the risk is too great and you’re
costs, even if the engineer was not deemed endangering the health of the firm. There
liable for the underlying claim.
are times when it’s wise to walk away from
In another case, Witt v. La Force Coun- a project,” he says.
try Club, 3D08-1812, a 3rd District
Of course, litigation isn’t the only
Florida Appellate ruled last June that threat. Prolonged disputes drain time and
the economic loss doctrine does not apply to resources that can otherwise be directed
professionals. The ruling meant that a to revenue-producing projects. The key,
limitation-of-liability provision was ineffec- according to Brown, is to understand
tive in protecting a geologist from claims these implications up front.
in excess of the fee. Says Weisberg: “Some
“There are times when it’s okay to
professional design firms are attempting accept some risk, so long as you underto include limitation-of-liability provisions stand that risk, there’s a way to manage
within their contracts. Whether such lim- it and you’re compensated for it,” he
itations are enforceable depends on the explains.
jurisdiction in which a party attempts to
The ultimate goal should be to share
enforce the limitation.”
risk equitably. To get there, some organiCook suggests that engineers rely on zations have turned to tri-party or mulindustry-standard contract language as tiparty collaborative agreements. As with
much as possible. “There’s a reason why standard contracts, however, the hurdle
it commonly is used. In most cases, these is deciphering the nuances of contract

Guidelines for
Effective RiskBased Contracting
•	Choose your client wisely;
• Propose on projects for which
you have requisite experience and
personnel;
•	Execute a written contract with a
well-defined scope of service;
•	Avoid uninsurable contract terms
such as promises of perfection or
other elevated standards of care;
and
•	Communicate clearly with your
client and others, and document
the communications.
Source: J. Kent Holland Jr., construction attorney and editor of Risk
Management for Design Professionals
in a World of Change.

language and eliminating any hidden or
risky provisions, especially where there is
no legal precedent.
In the end, an engineering firm must
have tightly defined processes and procedures in place for negotiating, writing and
reviewing contracts. Success requires more
than simply tossing contracts at in-house
counsel and gathering feedback. “There’s
a need for coordination and centralization so that people don’t inadvertently
sign contracts that deviate from standard
forms,” says Holland. “There’s often a
need for outside counsel or insurance brokers to review them.” Finally, he says, it’s
wise to provide training to engineers who
put these deals together.
“Ultimately, it’s up to a firm to protect
its own interests.” n
Samuel Greengard is a business and
technology writer based in West Linn, Ore.
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Evolving
sustainability
rating
systems
help drive
eco-friendly
engineering
design

Gree
How to Measure

Takeaways

>> Though the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership

in Energy and Environmental Design program remains
the standard for measuring sustainability, new rating
systems include evaluations for infrastructure, land
development and renovations.

>> Firms must decide between prescriptive or “checklist”
approaches to sustainable design and performancebased approaches, which measure the impact of ecofriendly innovations.

>> ACEC/APWA/ASCE are developing a new rating system
for infrastructure projects.
Images from left: Housatonic Museum, Dagher Engineering and FXFOWLE Architects; Great River Energy headquarters building, Dunham Associates; Darien office
exterior, Wight & Co.; Great River Energy headquarters daylighting, Dunham Associates; Hidden Oaks Nature Center, Wight & Co.; Darien office interior, Wight & Co.
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S

ince its introduction 12 years
ago, the U.S. Green Building
Council’s (USGBC’s) Leadership
in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) program has
been the gold standard for
measuring sustainability of
habitable facilities in the built environment.
At its best, engineers say, LEED fosters
more collaboration among stakeholders
early in the design process, when innovative
ideas and environmental considerations are
more easily woven into a project plan.
“LEED gives you a framework and
targets to shoot for,” says Katy Kolbeck,
president of Dunham Associates, a
Minneapolis-based engineering firm
that specializes in sustainability.

en

By Alan Joch

“You talk through the checklist by asking, ‘Which design points do we have a
good shot at achieving? Which ones are
really not going to be feasible with this
project,’” asks Kolbeck.
But LEED hardly is the only game in
town. According to a running ACEC tally,
engineers now have at least 200 voluntary
evaluation systems for rating sustainability—such as the Green Building Initiative’s Green Globes certification process
and the Qatar Sustainability Assessment
System (QSAS) developed for projects in
the wealthy Middle Eastern country with
the help of experts from the University
of Pennsylvania’s T.C. Chan Center for
Building and Energy Studies.
ACEC, the American Public Works
Association and the American Society of
Civil Engineers also are collaborating on a
new web-based sustainable infrastructure

project rating system set
to launch in spring 2011.
Today’s sustainability
ratings also are evolving
to include checklists for
projects beyond buildings, such as infrastructure, land development
and renovations.
Prescriptive vs.
Performance

As the number of options
continues to grow, two
distinct camps have
emerged. More prescriptive rating systems, such
as LEED and Green
Globes, require designers to take a “checklist”
approach—incorporating

“Now, LEED
challenges designers
to produce
projects that will
perform over the
long haul.”
Katy Kolbeck
Dunham Associates

everything from rainwater catchment systems
to energy-efficient windows—to achieve various
levels of sustainability. In
the other camp are more
involved metrics, such as
QSAS, which anchors its
ratings on performance
(i.e., how much energy
is saved).
“QSAS measures performance outcomes as
opposed to a linear Q&A
process that you go
through” to rate a sustainable design, explains Jeffrey Beard, ACEC’s vice
president for its Institute
for Business Management. Beard points out
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that the latest LEED
LEED and Other
USGBC’s most coveted sustainability
benchmarks also incorSystems
certification. A guaranteed maximum
porate measurements of
As the landscape evolves, price specified in the contract meant
performance, though he
some engineers expect that designers could not go over budget.
says the measurements
L E E D w i l l r e m a i n “We decided to push ourselves and show
are preweighted in a way
the bellwether against that we could deliver a Platinum buildthat encourages sustainwhich other standards ing,” says Daniel Fox, IBC partner and
able solutions but inhibfor the buildings mar- director of engineering.
its flexibility of design.
ket are measured. But
Not only did the building achieve
Fo r m o re t h a n a
LEED itself has under- Platinum status, but the team completed
decade, these systems
gone several changes. the project a month ahead of schedule
“What we
have been voluntary,
In its early days, the and under budget. “What we accommeaning project owners accomplished was
guidelines were little plished was a result of our modeling and
must specify that they a result of our
more than a list of prac- using high-powered tools to do the analwant a project to fol- modeling and using
tical suggestions. “In ysis and give us the answers we needed
low LEED standards or
the beginning, if you up front,” Fox says.
high-powered tools
some other certification
located a building on a
process. But many of to do the analysis and bike path or included Sustainability for Transportation
these same sustainability give us the answers
some cosmetic features, The U.S. Department of Transportation’s
measures are now find- we needed up front.”
you could get in under Federal Highway Agency reportedly
ing their way into formal Daniel Fox
the wire for a LEED is developing a sustainability checklist
industry standards.
certification,” Kolbeck for the transportation industry, which
IBC Engineering Services
Among the most
says. “Now, LEED chal- for now doesn’t have a LEED certificawidely used is ASHRAE
lenges designers to pro- tion process to promote greener designs.
90.1 2007, a set of design guidelines duce projects that will perform over the Rather than wait for the feds, however,
from the American Society of Heating, long haul.”
some states have decided to develop their
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
The USGBC says engineers should own guidelines.
Engineers (ASHRAE). The standard expect to see environmental and “holisWight & Co., for example, was part of
covers HVAC, water heating, electric tic” approaches to sustainability in the a group of engineering firms that helped
power distribution and lighting systems coming months. “Building decisions the Illinois Department of Transportain larger buildings.
shouldn’t be made in a vacuum, such as tion develop a new sustainable scorecard
ASHRAE also joined with USGBC whether a project is using all of the col- system for highway projects. The plan
and the Illuminating Engineering lected stormwater on site,” says Brendan also calls for logical transportation terSociety to unveil Standard 189.1, or Owens, vice president of LEED techni- mination points and integrating engithe Standard for the Design of High- cal development for USGBC.
neering with land use, says Pete Mesha,
Performance Green Buildings Except LowEarly discussions and performance Wight’s group president for engineering.
Rise Residential Buildings. It sets mini- models have encouraged design teams
“The scorecard itself is not at the same
mum requirements for site sustainability, nationwide to consider sustainability— detail as LEED, but it’s a good start for
water use and energy efficiency, indoor and with good results.
transportation,” Mesha adds. “Engineers
environmental quality and other condiRochester, N.Y.-based
can bring the scoretions. In addition, the U.S. EPA promul- IBC Engineering Sercard to a client at the
gates its own environmental rules through vices, P.C., was part of
startup meeting and
its widely used Energy Star guidelines.
a team hired to design
quickly get a sense of
Some industry experts expect state and and build a new Unithe client’s predisposilocal agencies to increasingly combine exist- versity Services Center
tion for becoming more
ing green rating systems with evolving build- at the Rochester Instisustainable.”
ing codes—a move that will make compli- tute of Technology. As
ance with such standards mandatory.
part of its design plan,
Carbon-Conscious
“If jurisdictions nationally begin to the college set a goal of
Future
adopt the green building codes, then it no achieving LEED Silver
Stricter building codes
longer is a question of whether you want certification, USGBC’s
and a push for carbon
your building to be certified,” says Lois second-highest LEED “These carbon
neutrality will drive
Vitt Sale, chief sustainability officer for ranking. As engineers considerations will
demand for sustainable
Wight & Co., which completed its first p o r e d o v e r p r o j e c t fundamentally alter
designs, industry experts
LEED-certified projects in the late 1990s. energy models, they
believe.
the entire field.”
“If you want a building permit, you will do realized the building
“These carbon
Elias Dagher
it in a way that is sustainable. So that’s an was within reach of a
considerations will funDagher Engineering
industry-changer.”
LEED Platinum rating,
damentally alter the
18
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New ACEC/APWA/ASCE Sustainable Infrastructure Rating System in Development

A

new web-based
sustainable
infrastructure
project rating
system, a joint
effort of ACEC, the American
Public Works Association
(APWA) and the American
Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE), is set to launch
next spring.
The goal of the new
system and its companion
training program will be to
enhance the sustainability of
the nation’s civil infrastructure, including transportation,
water and environmental
projects of all types.
Michael R. Cline, chairman of ACEC’s Energy and
Environment Committee and

Council liaison for the collaboration, says when finalized, the new rating system
will significantly enhance the
sustainability rating process
for Member Firms and public
works clients.
“First, it will provide a
process that could help our
clients evaluate their proposed projects through many
areas of sustainable concepts
and design on an easy-to-use
web-based rating tool that
includes links to reference
materials and best practices,”
he said. “It also will provide
a mechanism for proposed
projects to be pushed further along the sustainability
scale, while checked against a
project budget. Finally, it will

provide an opportunity
to help grow and brand the
firm in using sustainability
design practices through the
certification and training process that will come out of
this effort.”
Under the program, sustainable infrastructure project ratings will be recognized
only after an independently
verified performance assessment, which will give the
program a higher validity
than self-verified programs
that are frequently the standard in today’s market. The
ultimate vision for the rating
system is to produce a tool
that will promote a more
dynamic project delivery
approach, where the prac-

Annual Electrical Consumption by End Use
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Engineers increasingly must review ongoing performance data to validate the computer models
they create at the start of a project. This chart shows some of the energy consumption information
Dunham Associates has reviewed over the past two years for Great River Energy’s headquarters in
Minnesota, a LEED Platinum project.

titioner, agency and owner
can consider alternative
approaches to achieving
higher degrees of sustainability, and use those approaches
to facilitate the regulatory
approval process.
ACEC, APWA and ASCE
will work with other organizations and government agencies to review and comment
on the rating system. The
consortium also will offer
sustainability training and
develop a certification program in an effort to further
promote sustainable design
and practice. The first phase
of this program is expected
to go into testing in fall 2010,
in preparation for a planned
public release in spring 2011.

entire field,” says Elias Dagher, senior
principal at Dagher Engineering in New
York City.
Dagher cites average commercial
rents of about $50 per square foot for
office space in modest Manhattan office
buildings. Total energy costs, including
heating, cooling and lighting, account
for only about $5 of that price. What’s
the incentive to implement additional
energy efficiencies “when the cost of
energy hardly matters,” he asks. But, if
costs were to rise significantly with, say,
the introduction of carbon taxes, “all of
a sudden, measures that make no sense
today will become highly desirable.”
Carbon fees also will likely have implications beyond building design. The city
of Chicago’s single largest energy consumer is the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District’s stormwater management system, Vitt Sale says. “It’s not
infrastructure on one side and buildings
on the other. Carbon footprint considerations really do work hand in hand.” n
Alan Joch is a business and technology
writer based in Francestown, N.H.
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Stormwater
reuse and
retention
projects help
communities
make better
use of natural
resources

Making Water
Work in
St. Anthony

RECYCLED

MULTI-PROJECT FEATURE

Rain

WSB helped design a system that prevents potentially harmful stormwater
runoff from seeping into the Mississippi River.

Project:

Stormwater
Runoff and Filter
Backwash Water
Reuse Project,
St. Anthony, Minn.
Firm:

WSB & Associates,
Inc., Minneapolis

C

oncerned that a stream
of pollutants and
stormwater runoff
from 13.5 acres of
county roads, city
streets and the St. Anthony
City Hall were seeping into
the Mississippi River and a
local lake, city officials tapped
engineering firm WSB &
Associates, Inc., to help address
potential water-quality issues.

By Darlene Bremer

Todd Hubmer, principal and
project manager for WSB &
Associates, says the city’s mission was to reduce pollutants
in surrounding waters; preserve
the surrounding groundwater
and valuable aquifers; turn
stormwater and backwash into
valuable resources; reduce the
city’s impact on the environment; and reduce the need to
use groundwater and potable
water for irrigation—all at a
sustainable cost.
WSB worked with the city
to set the project’s environmental goals and developed a
way to combine stormwater
runoff and filter backwash
water for storage and later
reuse for irrigation. The company also assisted with securing funding for the project.

“We performed the final
design of the project, including how to convey water from
the roadways and treatment
plant to the water storage
facility, designed the water
reuse tank and the system that
conveys the water to 40 to 50
surrounding irrigation zones,
the irrigation system’s filtration system and the booster
pumps,” explains Hubmer.
The first challenge was
financing. The $1.5 million
estimated cost represented a
significant financial burden
for the small community.
In cooperation with the
local city council, WSB
presented potential benefits
of the project to Hennepin
County officials, the Rice
Creek Watershed District and
the Mississippi Watershed
Management Organization.
“The benefits were easy to
show; stormwater runoff and
backwash water is now used
to irrigate a 20-acre site that
includes a municipal park with
several ball fields and the city
hall campus,” says Hubmer.
The site for the underground water storage tank
was extremely narrow and fit
between a county road and a
few tennis courts. “The pit for
the tank had to be deep, which
presented slope and grade

Todd Hubmer

challenges for the contractor,” Hubmer explains. WSB
adjusted its design to narrow
and lengthen the tank, facilitating construction.
The firm also coordinated
activities between Hennepin
County’s general contractor
and St. Anthony’s construction contractor.
The innovative nature of the
project now serves as a demonstration for future water-reuse
projects in the region. Though
similar projects are common in
drier climates, few such reuse
projects have been constructed
in the Midwest, according to
engineers, and this remains the
only facility known to reuse
backwash water from a treatment plant and stormwater
runoff for irrigation.
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MULTI-PROJECT FEATURE

Planning, Preparation Pays
Off in Indianapolis
Project:

Stormwater
Management,
Water Quality and
Deicing Runoff
Controls Pump
Stations for the
New Indianapolis
International
Airport,
Indianapolis
Firm:

Wessler
Engineering,
Indianapolis

A

t 1.2 million square
feet, there is nothing
small about the Indianapolis International
Airport’s Midfield Terminal. The massive construction project was so complex
that planning for the original
design began more than 30
years ago. It wasn’t until 1999
that Wessler Engineering was
given the green light to move
forward on an ambitious effort
to cost-effectivelymanage
water-quality treatment and aircraft deicing for the facility.
Its roles were largely twofold:

As the project’s stormwater
master planner, Wessler was
charged with developing drainage guidelines and a stormwater
management plan. The firm
also was responsible for the
evaluation, design, construction
administration and part-time
inspection of deicing controls
and water-quality treatment for
airside drainage.
By 2008, the facility was
fully operational and accommodating clean stormwater,
as well as stormwater runoff
contaminated with aircraft and
pavement deicing fluids. The

Brent Siebenthal

Designed by Wessler Engineering, the
underground stormwater diversion and
retention facility at the Indianapolis airport
is the size of a football field.
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Bill Leber

firm employed a dual-collection
system that segregates gate area
runoff—where primary aircraft
deicing often occurs—from the
remainder of the ramp. Stormwater runoff is treated by two
massive water-quality systems;
it then flows to a diversion
mechanism that directs the runoff to either high-concentrate
storage, low-concentrate storage
or the receiving waterway.
A 12,400-gallon-per-minute
pump station transfers contaminated runoff from an
underground storage facility to
a lined, covered storage facility
in the airfield. From this facility,
runoff is pumped to another
control facility before being
discharged to the city of Indianapolis sanitary sewer system.
The underground facility is
up to 40 feet deep at its base
and is strong enough to support
the weight of aircraft activity
overhead. To accommodate the
necessary depth and groundwater conditions, engineers
designed thicker concrete walls
and placed shear keys along its
length to increase the structure’s
dead load.
Designing the stormwater
retention and diversion facility
and necessary infrastructure
was no small feat. “The underground facility is the size of
a football field,” says Wessler
President Brent Siebenthal.
The facility was sized using
30 years of hourly precipitation data. The stormwater
and runoff facilities also are
equipped with a supervisory
control and data acquisition
system for remote control and
monitoring. “Wessler led a
team of 15 consultants during design and construction
and coordinated stormwater
design efforts for the entire
project,” says Bill Leber,
Wessler project manager.

MULTI-PROJECT FEATURE

Medical Facility Has Right Rx
For Stormwater Treatment
Project:

Aurora Medical
Center, Summit,
Wis.
Firm:

R.A. Smith National,
Brookfield, Wis.

P

abst Farms in Oconomowoc, Wis., is a
1,500-acre multiuse,
15-year development
project for which R.A.
Smith National has provided
a series of site engineering and
stormwater solutions, including
those for the new Aurora Medical Center. The center, which
opened this past March, is an
800,000-square-foot medical
facility on 53 acres that anchors
a planned 100-acre future
Health and Wellness campus.
To help the project owner
build a medical facility that
would better serve patients’
needs, R.A. Smith National
provided sitework engineering and surveying for the site,
which included site planning,
grading, sanitary and storm
sewers, the stormwater management plan, improvements
to adjacent county and state
roads, the design of a new

town road and construction
engineering services. “The site
had to conform to an overall
stormwater management plan
created for the entire Pabst
Farms development in 2000
by a committee of local and
state officials, the developer
and other stakeholders,” says
Paul McIlheran, associate and
senior project engineer, who
led the site and stormwater
design effort.
Like most sites in the development, the area upon which
the center was built released
virtually no stormwater due
to its flat topography and permeable soils, so R.A. Smith
National’s design was required
to treat and infiltrate site
stormwater runoff up to and
including a 100-year rain event,
in compliance with stormwater utility district goals and
requirements. “Having to infiltrate such an event is unusual
in Wisconsin, but possible on
this site because the type of
soil allows water to infiltrate
quickly,” explains McIlheran.
Based on the topography
and the requirement that the
center have multiple entrances
with distributed parking
and a ring road, McIlheran
designed a series of three sets

R.A. Smith National provided stormwater planning for the 800-square-foot
Aurora Medical Center in Summit, Wis.

of stormwater quality ponds
and infiltration basins distributed around the site. The
ponds are designed to remove
80 percent of total suspended
solids (TSS) from stormwater
runoff on an average annual
basis before release to the infiltration basins to help protect
groundwater and extend the
life of the basins.
Another challenge was protecting the infiltration basins
from excess runoff, while the
deep-rooted plants matured
to the point where they could
absorb the water. “A typical
project would bypass stormwater around the basin until the
plants mature, but with this
topography, there is nowhere
else to route the water,” McIlheran says. So, only 40 percent
of the basin was planted,
allowing the remaining native

Paul McIlheran

granular soil to absorb runoff.
“That solution typically is
not attractive, but with all the
blooming native plants placed
in the middle of the basin, the
result is a beautiful focal point
that permits the basin to do its
job while the plants mature,”
McIlheran says.
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MULTI-PROJECT FEATURE

Cunningham Engineering led design efforts on an
award-winning stormwater system for a 60-unit
housing development in Sacramento, Calif.

Community Puts Focus
On Water Quality
Project:

Colonia San Martin,
Sacramento County,
Calif.
Firm:

Cunningham
Engineering
Corporation,
Sacramento, Calif.

C

olonia San Martin,
completed at the end
of 2008, is a 60-unit,
transit-oriented, urban
infill development in
Sacramento County with a
20-unit-per-acre density. The
project is widely recognized
as the first affordable-housing
project in Sacramento with
solar power and an array of
other sustainable features,
including disconnected
downspouts and vegetated
stormwater quality bioswales,
drought-tolerant and waterefficient landscaping, community gathering areas and a
24
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community garden with edible
fruit trees that provide food
for residents.
“The owner’s goal,” recalls
Dan Fenocchio, vice president of
Cunningham Engineering, “was
to build an affordable-housing
project in the most cost-effective
manner, using low-impact development techniques.”
As the design engineer, Cunningham was responsible for
leading development of the
project’s stormwater quality
system. “We worked closely
with the architect to influence
the site design in terms of open
space and building placement
to be more harmonious with
the stormwater quality system,”
Fenocchio says. The company
also provided construction
services to ensure that actual
construction was in compliance
with design documents.
The stormwater management plan had to reduce the
stormwater runoff quantity
delivered off site, and improve

September / October 2010

the quality of stormwater
runoff. To meet that challenge, Cunningham applied
low-impact development
techniques that mimic natural hydrologic conditions in
the early site planning and in
designing the disconnected
downspouts and waterefficient landscaping. To treat
the stormwater runoff, the
company incorporated vegetated treatment techniques
and steered clear of costly and
high-impact underground
mechanical devices. “The vegetated swales used to improve
stormwater runoff quality
also happened to be the most
inexpensive method for dealing
with site stormwater runoff,”
explains Fenocchio.
When completed, the project
reduced stormwater runoff to
more than 60 percent below
predevelopment conditions
and decreased the Directly
Connected Impervious Area
(DCIA) from 95 percent to

Dan Fenocchio

3 percent. “To get to that
little DCIA, the parking lots
and most of the roofs were
designed to drain directly to
landscaped areas,” explains
Fenocchio. In addition, curbs
were depressed to facilitate
water movement into the
landscaped areas, and all surface rainwater was channeled
into five vegetated bioswales.
To reduce the postdevelopment water flow rate by more
than 60 percent, Cunningham
estimated that the 10-year runoff rate was 4.8 cubic feet per
second (cfs). “The postdevelopment 10-year runoff rate is now
1.8 cfs. The difference is due
primarily to the predeveloped
‘paved’ condition of the site,
which was an automobile dealership,” Fenocchio says.
Colonia San Martin was
the recipient of the California
Stormwater Quality Association’s 2009 Outstanding Sustainable Stormwater Project of
the Year. n

Keep your professional records
as mobile as you are.

An NCEES Record is invaluable to every
licensed engineer and surveyor on the go.
NCEES Records are recognized nationwide.
Once yours is established, you can quickly
and easily have it electronically transmitted
to any state licensing board to expedite
the comity licensure process.
Let an NCEES Record keep track of what
you’ve accomplished, so you’re free to work
on what’s ahead.

www.ncees.org/records
records@ncees.org
800.250.3196

Key Industry Trends
ACEC Fall Conference
Market Forecasts
Business Challenges
October 17–20, 2010

El Conquistador Resort
Fajardo, Puerto Rico

A

CEC’s Fall Conference—
Key Industry Trends, Market
Forecasts and Business
Challenges—offers leadingedge educational sessions,
networking events and
strategies for helping firms navigate this
challenging economic environment.
Enjoy the beauty and allure of Puerto Rico
at El Conquistador Resort, a retreat perched
high above the ocean.

Fall Conference Highlights
n The Future of Transportation Financing
n CEO and CIO Roundtable Discussions
n Taming Risk and Increasing Profitability
nE
 nergy and Water Markets
nK
 ey Industry Trends
nN
 ew Opportunities for Your Firm
n 2010 CASE Convocation
n CAMEE Roundtable on Critical MEP Firm Issues
Joe Scarborough
Keynote Luncheon
Former Congressman and
popular host of MSNBC’s
Morning Joe provides
political insights.
Other Prominent
Speakers
n Geoffrey Yarema
n Barry Worthington
nG
 . Tracy Mehan
nP
 uerto Rico Governor
Luis G. Fortuño
nM
 any Others

Dr. Daniel
Altschuler
Life in the Universe
Former director of
the famed Arecibo
Radio Observatory will
discuss latest findings
on the universe and
the possibility of
extraterrestrial life.

Full Conference Fees

After 9/20

Member Rate

$ 995

$1,085

2nd + Member, same firm

$ 875

$ 895

Non-Member

$1,225

$1,350

Spouse/Guest Fee

$ 395

$ 425

Legal Counsel Forum

$ 375

$ 450

No Passport?
No Problem!
Puerto Rico is a territory of the
United States, and U.S. citizens
do not need passports. A valid
U.S. driver’s license is the only
identification required to enter
and leave the island. However,
visitors of other nationalities
must have passports.

ACEC Awards Program
n New Fellow Inductees
n Chairmen Emeritus Award
n CASE Past Chair’s Award
n Community Service Awards
n Young Professional of the Year Awards
n 2010 Scholarships

Hotel Information
El Conquistador Resort
1000 El Conquistador Ave.
Fajardo, PR 00738
888-543-1282 – toll free
787-863-1000 – local
www.elconresort.com
Exceptional Tours
n El Yunque Rain Forest
n Old San Juan City
n Catamaran and Snorkeling
n Bioluminescent Bay Excursion
ACEC/PAC Activities
n Sunset Caribbean Sail
n Sweepstakes Drawing—Grand Prize: $10,000 CASH
n ACEC/PAC Golf Tournament at
El Conquistador Golf Course

Early Bird

A Waldorf Astoria property,
the resort offers dramatic
views and stylish amenities.
It is located on the northeastern tip of Puerto Rico, near
El Yunque Rain Forest, and
offers an on-site water park,
world-class golf and a private
island and beach.

Room Rate
(single/double)
ACEC’s room rate is $195,
single/double occupancy, plus
tax. Room reservation must
be received by Sept. 20.
Reservations received after
this date, or after the group
block sells out prior to this
date, will be on a space and
rate available basis. Registration for the conference is
required BEFORE making
your hotel reservation.
To Make Hotel
Reservations
All Conference attendees
should make their reservations
by calling El Conquistador
Resort at 888-579-2701 or can
make their reservations online
by visiting www.acec.org and
clicking on the Fall Conference
icon. When making individual
reservations, please reference
“ACEC10” to receive the discounted group rate. A deposit
of one night’s stay plus tax is
due at the time the reservation
is made.

For further details on conference
registration, airline information,
resort transportation and car
rentals, visit www.acec.org.
September / October 2010
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Business Insights
Make Sure Your Staff
Knows the Business of
Engineering
Engineering schools provide little or no fundamental business
education, but A/E professionals are expected to understand the
business side of the industry. ACEC’s The Business of Design
Consulting course is an excellent resource for gaining important
business acumen along with professional development. This flagship ACEC course is aimed at professionals with several years’ experience who are moving into the
management ranks. It is tailored
to the A/E workplace, centering
on essential business topics not
covered by engineering schools:
business management, finance,
marketing, risk management, contracts, leadership, human resources
and information technology. New
additions include IT systems management, value pricing and winning proposals/presentations.
The course will next be offered Sept. 29–Oct. 2 in Atlanta.
For more information and to register for this event, visit
www.acec.org/education/index.cfm.

Do You Really Know Your
Company’s Financials?
How has the economic downturn impacted design firm revenue, profits, backlog and staff size? Do you understand how
project financials feed into firm financials? The recent economy
has stimulated company reorganizations and generated tremendous M&A activity, so it is critical to understand where your
firm stands financially. ACEC offers
a new course to help you evaluate
your financial metrics. Essentials of
A/E Financial Management and
Firm Valuation will be held Nov.
4–5 in Phoenix. The program, led
by industry finance expert David
Cohen of Matheson Financial
Advisors, Inc., will analyze actual
financial statements and resulting
key financial ratios to help attendees fully grasp their firm’s financial
position and its impact on operations and building shareholder
value. Attendees will review performance, liquidity and leverage
ratios and understand how to benchmark these results and make
the link to shareholder value—including the acceptable valuation
28
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methodologies for an engineering firm—and its relationship to
internal ownership transition planning or an external firm sale.
The course also examines the impact of economic volatility on
firm health above and beyond revenue, profits and backlog. For
more information and to register, visit www.acec.org/education/
index.cfm.

Megaprojects—High Risk,
High Impact on Society
Megaprojects, by their nature, leave a lasting imprint, revitalizing
and providing a legacy to the communities where they are built.
From the historic Transcontinental Railroad and the Panama
Canal to the more recent Trans-Alaska Pipeline and Europe’s
Channel Tunnel (the “Chunnel”), to those in the headlines and
under way, public infrastructure projects costing $1 billion-plus
attract public attention and political interest because of their
impact on communities, environments and government budgets.
They can be conceived, planned, executed and delivered in an
atmosphere of controversy,
disagreement and debate, with
expectations and projected costs
often left unrealized.
In the just-released Megaprojects: Challenges and Recommended Practices, editors
David Hatem and David Corkum analyze the problems that
plague massive public infrastructure projects and offer
concrete, realistic and practical
solutions. Bringing together the
diverse perspectives of dozens
of past and current megaproject participants, the editors provide
a comprehensive guide to the unique planning, management and
liability issues of megaprojects. Megaprojects is a must-read for
firms dealing with large-scale project design. For more information and to order, visit www.acec.org/bookstore. n

The ACEC Institute for Business Management provides
comprehensive and accessible business management education
for engineering company principals and their staffs.
Visit ACEC’s online educational events calendar at
www.acec.org/calendar/index.cfm or bookstore at
www.acec.org/publications, or call 202-347-7474, ext. 338,
for further information.
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Essentials of A/E Financial
Management & Firm Valuation
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Engineering Expert Witness
November 11-12 - Orlando, FL

BOOKSTORE
Your best read on the business
of engineering

For more information on these and other upcoming seminars and
webinars, go to www.acec.org/education and to check out products at
the ACEC Bookstore, go to www.acec.org/publications

Members in the News
Mergers & Acquisitions

T

A

More Transactions

he PBSJ

ECOM
Technology

Corporation
(PBSJ) entered

Corp. has acquired
Tishman
Construction
Corp., a provider

of construction
management
John M. Dionisio
services in the
United States and the United Arab
Emirates. AECOM says the deal
expands the firm’s mix of highermargin construction management programs without significantly increasing
its overall risk. “The addition of Tishman to the AECOM enterprise reflects
our commitment to execute on our
stated strategy of growth and diversification,” said AECOM President and
CEO John M. Dionisio. Tishman has
900 employees across the United States
and in the United Arab Emirates and
generated revenues of nearly $1 billion
in 2009.

into a “definitive
merger agreement”
with WS Atkins
plc, headquartered
in the U.K., to
acquire PBSJ in an
all-cash transaction. Robert Paulsen
The deal is expected to close in the early
fall pending PBSJ shareholder approval.
“We are fortunate to have maintained
solid performance even during the recent,
challenging economic climate,” said PBSJ
Chairman and CEO Robert Paulsen. “But
we wanted to grow the company in a way
that employee ownership alone could not
support.” Said Atkins CEO Keith Clarke:
“This is an important acquisition for
Atkins and forms part of our plan to grow
our business through a multiskill, multilocal strategy.” PBSJ will operate as a business of Atkins in the United States, where
Paulsen will continue as CEO.

Stantec, Inc. has signed a letter of intent
to acquire Naples, Fla.-based WilsonMiller, Inc., a full-service engineering

firm with more than 265 employees in 10
offices across the state.
Seattle-based Sparling recently acquired
San Diego-based ILA Zammit Engineering. ILA Zammit’s 28 employees
will join Sparling’s San Diego office,
which opened in 2007.
KCI Technologies, Inc., recently

announced its acquisition of Floridabased ASC geosciences, inc. ASC’s 21
employees will work out of Lake City,
Lakeland and Fort Myers, as well as KCI’s
office in Tampa.
Vanasse Hangen Brustlin (VHB)

announced that it is merging operations
in Virginia Beach, Va., and Williamsburg,
Va., with Hampton Roads, Va.-based
LandMark Design Group.

On The Move
Sam L. Claassen has been named
president of St. Paul, Minn.-based Short
Elliott Hendrickson. Previously, he led

where he will be responsible for
developing the East Division’s project
and program leads and overseeing large
water projects.

has been named to the Council on Foreign
Relations, a nonpartisan foreign policy

think tank with offices in New York City
and Washington, D.C. Wager is president of one of Parsons’ four global business units. Rick Henderson returned to
the firm as vice president and corporate
controller of Parsons Corp. Henderson
last served the firm in 2007 as vice president and international finance manager.
Parsons also named Mark A. Halleman
vice president of business development
for its Water & Infrastructure group,

Sam L. Claassen

Rick Henderson

Cecilia R. Green

the firm’s wastewater division and served as
its COO and vice president. Claassen also
was tapped to succeed Mike Kraemer as
the firm’s CEO in July 2010.
Parsons Group President Todd K. Wager
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Mark A. Halleman

The PBSJ Foundation, Inc., the philanthropic arm of The PBSJ Corp., has
named Cecilia R. Green president. A

board member since the foundation’s
inception in 2005, Green formerly served
as executive vice president and national

Donald E. Forbes

Members in the News
Calendar of Events
September
25–30

Senior Executives Institute
(SEI), Class XVI, Session
One, Washington, D.C.

29–Oct. 2 The Business of Design
Consulting: Manage for
Success in a Climate of
Change, Atlanta

17–20

ACEC Fall Conference,
Puerto Rico

28

CASE Document 6:
Understanding and Using AIA
C401, Agreement Between
Architect & Consultant and
CASE’s Recommendations to
It, Part 2 (online seminar)

November
4–5

Essentials of A/E Financial
Management and Firm
Valuation, Phoenix

11

Retirement Plans—Which Plan
Is the Best Fit for Your Firm?
(online seminar)

October
5

How to Write the “Perfect”
NEPA Cumulative Impact
Analysis (online seminar)

7

PM 2020—Essential Project
Leadership Skills for the
New Era (online seminar)

7–8

Human Resources Forum,
Cambridge, Mass.

14

How Structural Engineers
Can Work Effectively with
Architects Who Use AIA
C401, Part 1 (online seminar)

Additional information on ACEC’s events
is available at www.acec.org.

service director with PBS&J, a subsidiary
of The PBSJ Corp. The foundation also
has appointed Donald E. Forbes, PBS&J
associate vice president and senior division
manager; Douglas R. Hooker, PBS&J
vice president and state director; and
David I. Maurstad, PBS&J vice president
and national business-sector manager, as
foundation directors and board members.
PBS&J Founder John D. Buckley will
continue on the foundation board.

Resources
that matter

Your practice is at risk every day. Your
reputation is always on the line. That’s why
you need a professional liability risk management program specifically designed for A/Es and customized to protect your practice.
With XL Insurance as your partner, you benefit from unparalleled resources that help you
make good decisions and improve your firm’s risk management practices:
– Expert claims handling by professional liability specialists who go to work for
you from pre-claims situations through ultimate resolution.
– Specialty underwriting. We gain a thorough understanding of your firm so that
we can deliver customized insurance solutions.
– Industry leading education backed by 30 years of front-line claims experience
and resources like The XL Insurance Contract Guide for Design Professionals.
– Specialized agents who deliver training, contract reviews, and XL Insurance’s
loss prevention and education programs.
We understand the intricacies of protecting your practice, assets and reputation. You
can be confident in our knowledge.
For free risk management tools, visit
www.xldp.com/tools. For an agent near you,
phone 800-227-8533, ext. 2102508.

“XL Insurance” is a registered trademark of XL Capital Ltd. XL Insurance is the global brand used by member insurers of
the XL Capital Ltd group of companies. Coverages are underwritten by Greenwich Insurance Company, Indian Harbor
Insurance Company, XL Specialty Insurance Company, and XL Insurance Company Limited – Canadian Branch. Coverages
not available in all jurisdictions.

Douglas R. Hooker

David I. Maurstad
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Baton Rouge

Linthicum

TiePoint Engineering, P.C., Towson

ACEC/Massachusetts

AGS, LLC, Arlington, Va.
SAAD Consultants, LLC,

R.I.

McLean, Va.

The Ranger Group, LLC,

Fairfax Station, Va.

North Providence,

Odeh Engineers, Inc.,

ARCOM is the publisher of MasterSpec ®.

ACEC/Metropolitan Washington

Vancouver

ACEC/Maryland

ACEC/Washington
Fox-Nesbit Engineering, LLC,

Z Engineers, PLLC, Wenatchee

CEC/Texas
Allen & Shariff Engineering, LLC,

Columbia
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Mas

800.424.5080

Gerhart Cole, Inc., Springville
Raba-Kistner Infrastructure, Inc.,

Lehi
ACEC/Utah
Digital Engineering & Imaging, Inc.,

Kenner

Addula Consulting Engineers, LLC, Dallas
Alexander Utility Engineering, San Antonio
AMD Engineering, LLC, Childress
GC Engineering, Inc., Pearland
Iconic Consulting Group, Inc., Frisco
JBI Partners, Inc., Addison
Lachel & Associates, Dallas
LML Engineering, Inc., Arlington
Rivera Engineering, LLC, Dallas
Salcedo Group, Inc., Dallas
The Dimension Group, Dallas
Vernon Duainne Rowe dba
rowenvironmental, Pittsburg
Findling, Inc., Baltimore
MS Engineers, Columbia
Navarro & Wright Consulting Engineers, Inc.,
www.arcomnet.com/ei
>

Pottstown

Chicago

David Blackmore & Associates, Inc.,
Milhouse Engineering & Construction, Inc.,

Buckland & Taylor, Ltd., Seattle
Coffman Engineers, Inc., Seattle
Hart Crowser, Inc., Seattle
Roggenkamp Structural Engineers,
Merritt E. McDonald & Associates
Consulting Engineers, Baton Rouge
Saba Metallurgical and Plant Engineering
Services, LLC, Baton Rouge

Sustainability Leadership:
One more reason why 75 percent of the
top architects, engineers, and specifiers
trust their construction documents – and
their specifications – to MasterSpec.

ACEC/Pennsylvania
>

Rockford

Bluedot Group, LLC, Tigard
Artisan Consulting Engineers, LLC,

ACEC/Oregon

Rockford

Now Available! ARCOM'S Specifying LEED
Requirements, 3rd edition:
An overview of LEED requirements &
checklists of relevant specification
sections
Your choice of delivery — online book,
paper book, or downloadable files
MasterFormat 2004-1995 conversion
matrices

Chester
Anderson Environmental & Engineering Co.,

E-Technologies Group, West

ACEC/Illinois

Fargo
Northern Technologies, Inc.,

ACEC/Ohio

South Miami

ACEC/North Dakota
> > >

>

Clovis

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.,

ACEC/New Jersey
ACEC/Colorado

KDG Engineering, LLC, Littleton
Tessara Water, LLC, Hudson

Concord Engineering Group, Voorhees
H2M Architects & Engineers, Inc./H2M
Associates, Parsippany

ACEC/Florida

ACEC/New Mexico
DRL Engineering, Inc., Coral Springs
Florida Design Consultants, Inc.,

ACEC/New York

Lydick Engineers & Surveyors, Inc.,
MasterSpec addresses green building
considerations by featuring:

Sierra Engineering Group,

New York City
SJH Engineering, P.C.,

Omaha

Omaha
Group Delta Consultants, Inc., Torrance
TTG Schwab, Pasadena

The first – and most complete –
master specifications that address
sustainability requirements.

Jacksonville

RDG Geoscience & Engineering, Inc.,
®

ACEC/California

MASTERSPEC IT.

McVeigh & Mangum Engineering, Inc.,

ACEC/Nebraska

Auburn Dale, PLC,

New Port Richey

Hundreds of sections with LEED text
& commentaries
Six Division 01 sustainability sections
LEED 2009 (v3)
Free spec software that quickly
creates LEED submittal reports

Grand Ledge
Helix Engineering, LLC, Phoenix
Peak Engineering, Inc., Flagstaff
Q Design, LLC, Mesa

ACEC/Michigan
ACEC/Arizona

DON’T JUST
SPEC IT.

ACEC/Louisiana

>

Members in the News

Welcome New Member Firms

ACEC

Retirement Trust
Top 10 reasons why now is the time to belong
to the ACEC Retirement Trust (Trust)

1. Strong processes that exceed
retirement industry best practices
If your retirement plan was your
engineering project, would you
put your seal on it? The Trust would!

7. Broad array of investment options;
easy-to-use tools
Regular review by the Trust’s independent
investment advisor; Prudential
Retirement’s GoalMaker® program.

2. A progressive approach
We analyze trends, negotiate fees,
and offer new products.

8. Time savings
The Trust negotiates, administers,
monitors, selects, and educates on your
behalf so you can focus on your business.

3. Fiduciary protection and oversight
CAPTRUST Advisors, with over 30 years
of experience, acts as a signed fiduciary
to your plan.
4. Effective plan design
A top tier retirement plan provider
in Prudential Retirement.®

9. Controlled cost
Valuable services + experienced
professionals + competitive prices.
10. Dedicated service
Professional assistance, individualized
attention for your employees.

5. Better outcomes for your employees
Model portfolios, proven plan features
(auto enrollment, asset allocation tools,
auto escalation).
6. Customized, impactful on-site education
and financial planning
Wells Fargo Advisors, with over
20 years experience.

To learn more about the benefits
of the ACEC Retirement Trust, contact
Nancy Barrette of Wells Fargo Advisors,
LLC at 800-521-9463 or via email at
nancy.barrette@wellsfargoadvisors.com.

* CAPTRUST Advisors provides performance measurement and benchmarking on the Trust (12/31/2008).

Prudential Retirement’s group annuity contracts are issued by Prudential Retirement Insurance and Annuity Company (PRIAC), Hartford, CT, a Prudential
Financial company.
Securities products and services are offered by Prudential Investment Management Services LLC (PIMS), Three Gateway Center, 14th Floor, Newark, NJ
07102-4077. PIMS is a Prudential Financial company.
Neither CAPTRUST Advisors or Wells Fargo Advisors are affiliated with Prudential Retirement.
Prudential Retirement, Prudential Financial, PRU, Prudential and the Rock logo are registered service marks of The Prudential Insurance Company of America,
Newark, NJ and its affiliates. Prudential Retirement is a Prudential Financial business.
0153249-00001-00
08/2010
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It’s health care coverage designed by engineers for engineers.

There are those who dream,
and there are those who make
dreams happen: the engineers.

We wanted to know how to design the most suitable health
care coverage plan for engineers. So we talked to engineers.
If you ask an engineer,

You and your employees can also get:

there’s always a better way

• Access to a nationwide network of more than 617,000
physicians and health care professionals, plus 5,010 hospitals
and 60,000 pharmacies, so you can get care wherever it’s
convenient for you

to do things. That’s why
ACEC Life/Health Trust –
representing the needs of
more than 1,100 engineering
firms – got together with

• A vast product portfolio of traditional and consumer-driven
health plans, including Health Savings Accounts and Health
Reimbursement Accounts

our members affordable

• Strength in numbers, in that coverage is provided to an exclusive
group of engineering peers and member firms frequently pay
less than the average cost of insurance in their area

health care coverage plans,

• Dedicated sales, service and wellness representatives

UnitedHealthcare. We offer

including medical, dental,
vision, life and disability.

Call 1-866-469-9226 or
visit uhctogether.com/1793
for more information.

Insured and serviced by:

The American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC), the ACEC Life/Health Insurance
Trust and United HealthCare Insurance Company are three separate legal operating entities and,
as such, the organizations are governed and function independently. UnitedHealthcare’s services
are provided with the authorization of the ACEC Life/Health Trust. Questions related to health
benefits offered through the Life/Health Trust should be directed to 1-800-573-0415.
UHCEW346178-008

